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Abstract—Published scientific findings supported by compu-
tational experiments should be reproducible by following the
methodical description in the publication. Because this is often
not the case, we present a method to containerize Galaxy
workflows within Singularity containers. These containers are
executable such that other researchers can reproduce compu-
tational experiments or run their own experiments using the
containerized workflows.

I. INTRODUCTION

Scientific findings in fields like bioinformatics usually
originate from processing primary data with computational
methods to get results that agree or disagree with the initial
assumption. The results are then published to make other
researchers aware of the new findings and maybe new ex-
perimental methods. The applied methods are documented in
the ’Methods’ section of the paper and should ensure the
reproducibility of the presented findings by other researchers.
The content of this section differs from field to field but are
often standardized. Examples for such standards in different
fields are MIASE [1] for simulation experiments or MIAME
[2] for microarray experiments. For computational methods it
is consensus to state at least the used program version. Some
publications state checklists of most important information
needed to reproduce computational experiments [3].

But often the reproducibility is not guaranteed although the
applied methods are described in detail in the corresponding
publication [4], [5], [6]. Among others, the reason for irre-
producibility is an insufficient description of used software,
parameters and the data-processing workflow topology [6].

Scientific workflow engines like Galaxy [7], [8], [9], Tav-
erna [10] and Knime [11] or portals like MoSGrid [12], [13]
solve these problems by describing the computational work-
flow explicitly. In case of the mentioned workflow engines,
the used software, parameters, and the workflow topology are
described in a single file that can also be shared with other
researchers via platforms like MyExperiment [14].

But also the use of workflow engines do not ensure full
reproducibility because the shared workflow decays over time.
A study based on a subset of Taverna workflows shared
on the MyExperiment platform between the years 2007 and
2012 showed that around 80% of the workflows are not
executable or do not produce the promised results any more
[15]. At the time of the study the workflows had a maximal
age of 5 years. The reasons for workflow decay are volatile

third-party resources, missing example data, missing execution
environment, and an insufficient description of the workflow.

Containerization techniques improved the mobility and us-
ability of computations in the last years by encapsulating an
operating system together with software and data. The most
widely used containerization technique is Docker [16], but
other techniques like Singularity [17] became more popular.
Containerization of software increases reproducibility enor-
mously [18]. One specific example is a Docker container
providing a complex software stack for the simulation of spec-
troscopic fragmentation of small molecules with QCEIMS.
The containerized software stack was used by UNICORE to
execute the simulation protocol and to access the workflow
conveniently [19].

In this work we combine the workflow engine Galaxy with
Singularity to increase the reproducibility and mobility of
scientific workflows. In the first part we describe how we
achieve a containerization of the workflow. Then we show
that the containerized workflow is straightforward executable
on a local machine, on a HPC-system, and in the cloud. Last
we show how our approach differs from related work that tries
to make scientific workflows more reproducible.

II. CONTAINERIZATION OF GALAXY WORKFLOWS

The containerization is a fully automated process in two
distinct steps as shown in Figure 1. The first step creates
a template Singularity container with an operating system
and installs a Galaxy instance in it. In the second step the
actual workflow and its tool dependencies are installed in
the container. Both encapsulation steps are explained in more
detail in this section. The whole code base, configuration
files and the example workflow are accessible via a GitHub
repository [20]. We used Singularity 2.3.2, Python 2.7.13 and
the Python package bioblend 0.9.0 for this work.

A. Create a template container

In this step a template Singularity container is created that
is able to store one or more Galaxy workflows. We provide a
shell-script that creates the container by bootstrapping with
a so-called Singularity definition file that describes how a
Singularity container is provisioned.

During the bootstrap we install CentOS 7.3 in the container,
but also other operating systems would be possible. Subse-
quently several system packages are installed by the yum pack-
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Fig. 1. Overview of the containerization workflow. 1. Create the template
Singularity container with an operating system and Galaxy. Also three folders
are created to serve as mount points for the input, output and temporary Galaxy
directory. 2. Import the Galaxy workflows. For each workflow a configuration
file is created 3. Specify input/output mounts and workflow parameters using
the execution configuration file. Then run the workflows in the cloud, on a
cluster, or your own workstation.

age manager: Development-Tools, epel-release,
python-pip, python-devel, bzip2, git.

Finally Galaxy is installed by cloning the GitHub branch
corresponding to the user specified Galaxy version. We start
Galaxy one time to initialize the Galaxy instance. After the
initialization completes, we shut down the initialized Galaxy
and the template container is ready to encapsulate Galaxy
workflows.

B. Encapsulate Galaxy workflows in template container

The template container from above is now used to encapsu-
late Galaxy workflows. Because Singularity containers behave
like normal files on the file system one can copy the template
container and use the copy to encapsulate other workflows.

Galaxy workflows are explicitly described in .ga files that
can be exported from other Galaxy instances or downloaded
from platforms like myExperiment. Our import script will au-
tomatically install the workflow as described in the workflow
file. It is also possible to obtain the workflow from a running
Galaxy instance, but you need access to the workflow in the
Galaxy instance beforehand.

We wrote a Python script to import the workflow in the
container automatically. Prior to the workflow import, certain
settings are specified in a configuration file. During the import,
we generate another configuration file that is needed to execute
the encapsulated workflow afterwards. First, we startup Galaxy
in the container and use the Python module bioblend [21] to
interact with the Galaxy-API.

a) Create new Galaxy user: We need a Galaxy user in
the container in order to run the workflow and to use important
Galaxy features like data libraries. Therefore a new Galaxy
user is created in the containerized Galaxy instance. One has
to specifiy beforehand the user name and user mail-address in
the configuration file. We also generate an API-key as well as a
random password for this user and store them in the execution
configuration file. The API-key is used to run the containerized
workflow from the command line whereas the password is
needed to access the Galaxy instance in the browser.

b) Install tools and import workflow: Galaxy describes a
workflow explicitly in a .ga-file that contains a json-dictionary.
Among others, the file lists the inputs and computational steps
of the workflow. For the input steps we parse the required input
datasets together with their Galaxy datatype and an additional

description if provided. These input information are written
to the execution configuration file. Later the user specifies the
files that should serve as input when the workflow is executed
on the command line.

For the computational steps we parse the specified tool
version and install everything by using the Galaxy-API. The
tools and their dependencies are then installed from the
publicly available Galaxy ToolShed. Also so-called runtime
parameters are handled explicitly. Runtime parameters are
parameters whose values are not specified in the workflow file.
The user has to specify them when invoking the workflow, e.g.
number of iterations or cutoff values. The runtime parameters
for a tool are also written to the execution configuration file.

III. EXECUTION OF THE ENCAPSULATED WORKFLOW

Additionaly to Singularity the Python code presented in this
paper has to be installed on the remote system to run the
containerized Galaxy instance. Whereas Singularity has to be
installed by an administrator, the Python code can reside in
user space as it does not need any special privileges. The user
has to upload the container to the system that will execute the
container.

We provide a Python script that can execute the container-
ized workflow in two modes, an automatic and an interactive
mode. To execute the workflow automatically the user specifies
the path to the input files and parameters of the computational
steps in the execution configuration file. This file was automat-
ically created in the encapsulation step and needs just small
adjustments. The workflow is started by executing:

python execute_workflow.py --conf <ini-file>

The execution script starts Galaxy, uploads the input files,
invokes the workflow, waits until the workflow has completed,
and downloads the workflow results to a specified output
folder. The input files are not duplicated when they are
uploaded to Galaxy but a symbolic link to the location of each
input file on the file system is created in the Galaxy input data
library.

In the interactive mode, Galaxy is started by the script
and the user can then access the Galaxy instance via the
browser. The user can login to Galaxy, study the containerized
workflows, upload datasets to the Galaxy instance, and run the
workflow as well as just single tools. In the end the user can
also download the resulting datasets.

Because Singularity container cannot be changed by a non-
root user, we had to change the default Galaxy configuration
in some points for the execution. Most of the actions in Galaxy
cause changes of the Galaxy database, writes to logging files,
or leads to the creation of some temporary data. Therefore
we created a temporary directory for Galaxy in the container
where the database and temporary files reside. Upon execution
we create a unique temporary directory on the host and mount
it to Galaxy’s temporary directory in the container. All write
operations of Galaxy are performed in this temporary directory
on the host. This also ensures that the container itself is not
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altered during the execution. The temporary directory on the
host is deleted after the workflow was executed.

IV. CONTAINERIZATION INCREASES REPRODUCIBILITY

The created Singularity container encapsulates immediately
executable workflows. This fact alone increases the repro-
ducibility and reuse massively because it eliminates some of
the most important reasons of workflow decay like missing
execution environment or an insufficient description of the
workflow [15].

Sharing the container together with the execution configu-
ration files enables other researchers to reproduce published
results or adjust parameters of the workflows to run their
own analysis. Archiving the container ensures in principle
reproducibility and reuse of the workflow a long time after
creation. The CiTAR project 1 for example has the aim to
archive Docker and Singularity containers and provide an
infrastructure that secures the ability to execute the container
in the future.

The proposed method increases also the portability of the
computation. One can develop the workflow in a local or
public Galaxy instance, encapsulate the workflow and run it
on any computational resource. We did this for a 14-step Next
Generation Sequencing workflow that is also included in the
GitHub repository of this project [20]. We encapsulated the
workflow in a Singularity container and were able to run the
workflow on BinAC [22] and a VM on the de.NBI cloud site
Tübingen2.

V. RELATED WORK

Research environments and workflows implemented in
Galaxy are often shared via virtual machine images [23], [24].
These virtual machine images contain all dependencies and
are ready-to-use. But virtual machine images are usually not
executable on HPC clusters because just few clusters installed
hypervisors for the virtual machines on the compute nodes.

Galaxy is available as a Docker container [25] and the
Galaxy team also provides the library Ephemeris to interact
with the Galaxy-API via bioblend to install workflows and
its dependencies3. Both, the Docker Galaxy container and
Ephemeris, could be combined to encapsulate scientific work-
flows in a Docker container. This would be a subset of the
functionality our approach provides. Besides we are using a
different containerization technique, we also provide automatic
execution of the workflow and handle input and output data.
Singularity containers are more suitable for scientific HPC
clusters because Singularity targets scientific applications and
supports HPC resources like MPI (Message Passing Interface),
Infiniband, and GPUs [17]. Another aspect is that Docker
needs a root owned daemon process whereas Singularity tries
to minimize the security risk with suid-executables that handle
the privilege escalations needed for software containerization.

1https://www.alwr-bw.de/kooperationen/bwzwm/
2https://denbi.uni-tuebingen.de
3https://github.com/galaxyproject/ephemeris

The project ViCE [26] works on sustainable virtual research
environments like Galaxy. ViCE offers a image registry for
virtual collaborative environments and an infrastructure to
support accessibility and reproducibility of the environments.

VI. OUTLOOK

Singularity will be further developed. At the time of writing
Singularity 2.4 was released. The new version offers some new
features of which the containerization of workflows benefits,
e.g. new container format, support of overlays and container
instances.

Also Singularity could be used to encapsulate other work-
flow engines like Taverna or Knime. The created containers
could be shared via newly platforms like Singularity Container
Registry 4.
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